
Writing Lesson 3 

The Sentence 

Before beginning the task of writing paragraphs and essays, there are some basic concepts of the writing 

task. The activity of writing begins with words and these words are built upon to form larger and larger 

units or groupings of words. From words, the activity progresses to phrases and clauses to sentences, to 

paragraphs, to essays, to units or chapter to books. The first chapter of this book will begin with a review 

of phrases and clauses followed by common problems that beginning writers have with clauses and 

sentences. Next the chapter will cover the different kinds of sentences that can be used when writing.  

 Phrases and clauses  

1. A phrase is a group of two or more words that has no subject or verb. Look at these examples:    

    A big blue tambourine           An amazingly fast animal            

2. A clause is a group of words that contain a subject and a verb. There are two kinds of clauses: 

 Independent clauses (also called main clauses) 

 Dependent clauses (also called subordinate clauses) 

An independent clause is a complete sentence and can stand-alone. A dependent clause is not a complete 

sentence and cannot stand alone. It must be connected to an independent clause in some way.  

 There are three kinds of dependent clauses:  

     adverb clauses, adjective clauses,  and noun clauses.   

a) An adverb clause is a dependent clause that starts with a subordinating conjunction. (See below for a 

list of subordinating conjunctions). Adverb clauses function as adverbs and modify verbs, adjectives, 

or other adverbs in the independent clause. It tells when (time), where (place), why (reason), how, 

how long, or how far. An adverb clause can be placed before or after an independent clause. If it is 

place before the independent clause, a comma must be used to separate the two clauses. No comma 

is needed if the adverb clause is placed after the independent clause.   

   Examples:  

o Whenever I take the bus to class, I always arrive late.  

o I always arrive at class late whenever I take the bus.  

b) An adjective clause (also called relative clause) is a dependent clause that begins with a relative 

pronoun (who, whom, which, whose, or that). An adjective clause functions as an adjective and follows 

the noun or pronoun it modifies. It tells more about a person or thing.   



         Examples:  

o Maria, who is in my class, drinks coffee everyday.  

o Three professional athletes, who are members of the Olympic swim team, were arrested last night    

for disturbing the peace.    

 

 Please note the use of the following relative pronouns: 

o The word ‘who’  ‘whom’ are used when referring to people. 

o ‘Which’ is used when referring to things.  

o ‘That’ can be used to refer to people or things.  

c) A noun clause is a dependent clause that begins with a WH-question words (what, when, where, why, 

who, how), that, whether, and if. A noun clause can function as  a subject, object, or complement.  

Examples: 

o I know that people have different opinions about capital punishment.  

o I could be completely happy if I had a lot of money  

 

Clause Connectors 

Connecting Clauses, whether independent or dependent, need to be joined together in some way to make 

the writing smooth and to make the relationship between the clauses clear. Clauses are joined together 

with the use of clause connectors.  There are four kinds of clause connectors:  

o subordinating conjunctions 

o coordinating   conjunctions 

o correlative conjunctions 

o conjunctive adverbs   

 

 Subordinating conjunctions are words that connect dependent clauses to independent clauses. Look at 

the partial list of subordinating conjunctions below. Note that each subordinating conjunction can 

introduce specific functions or situations.   

 Subordinating conjunctions:  

  Time    Place Contrast Manner Reason   Concessio
n 

   Purpose      Distanc
e 

Result 

when  
 
wheneve

where  
     
anywhere  

  while         
wherea
s    

     as        
     as if     
    as 

becaus
e   
    as    

although     
though       
even 

so that    
     in order 
to 

   as + 
adverb + 
as        

    so + 
adjectiv
e + that  



r  
 while    
 -as soon 
as   
  -after 
 - since   
 -as      
-before         
-until  
 -once   
-by the 
time that  
 

    wherever  
   
everywher
e  
 

though           since      
 as 
much 
as      

though        may/migh
t                   
can/could    
will/would  
have to       
 

 

         

 Coordinating conjunctions (also called coordinators) are used to connect two independent clauses, 

both with equal importance in the sentence. A comma separates the two independent clauses, with the 

coordinator immediately following the comma. 

Examples: 

o Mr. Lee was already extremely tired, but he   continued working until well after midnight.  

o Sam had not finished cooking dinner, nor had he completed all the homework before his wife 

returned home.   

 List of coordinating conjunctives:      for   and nor    but   or   yet   so  

 An easy way to remember the coordinators is with the mnemonic device FAN BOYS.  

 

 Correlative conjunctions are pairs of coordinating conjunctions that work together to join two 

similar or contrasting thoughts together.  

The correlative conjunctions are:   both.. and/  not only… but also / either …or / neither …nor  

Look at these examples.   

o Cheetahs are not only fast but also powerful.   

o If a person is attempting to lose weight they should neither eat excessively nor avoid exercise.  

Task: Write one sentence of your own using the above correlative conjunctions.  

 Conjunctive adverbs (such as besides, however, indeed), like coordinating conjunctions, are used to 

connect two independent clauses together. Conjunctive adverbs, however, do not join two 

independent clauses into a single grammatical unit, as coordinating conjunctions do; they merely 

show the relationship between the two clauses.  

Example: 



o Economic vehicles are widely available in the United States; however, many Americans still prefer 

gas guzzling luxury cars.  

 In the sentence above, (however) does not join the two clauses into a grammatical unit,  it just shows 

how the two clauses are related. Because a conjunctive adverb does not bind clauses together, as 

coordinating conjunctions do, they can be moved around.  

Look at these examples 

 The Smiths had planned on going on a picnic; however, a sudden thunderstorm forced them to cancel 

the outing.       

 The Smiths had planned on going on a picnic; a sudden thunderstorm forced them to cancel the outing, 

however.  

 Compare the use of coordinating conjunctions and conjunctive adverbs and how the clauses are 

combined into grammatical units.  

 Economic vehicles are widely available in the United States; but, many Americans still prefer gas 

guzzling luxury cars.  

 Economic vehicles are widely available in the United States, many Americans still prefer gas guzzling 

luxury cars but.  

 The sentences above demonstrate that (but) binds the two clauses into a grammatical unit, which 

does not allow the movement of the coordinating conjunction to other places in the sentence.  

 

 Conjunctive adverbs are always placed between two independent clauses. Note the punctuation used 

with conjunctive adverbs. A semi-colon separates the two independent clauses and a comma follows 

the conjunctive adverb if it is between the clauses, or a period if at the end of the sentence.     

List of conjunctive adverbs  

  Accordingly -  besides  -  consequently -  for example-  furthermore  - hence -  however  -  in addition  -in 

contrast-   indeed -  instead    -  likewise-  meanwhile -  moreover  -nevertheless - nonetheless - on the 

other hand -otherwise - therefore -  thus.   

  

  

 

 

 

 



 

Types of sentences 

 Four types of sentences can be used when writing. Writers should strive to use all four types of 

sentences because doing so provides greater interest and enjoyment for the reader. Imagine having to 

read a long passage containing only simple sentences. Boredom and tedium would soon set in. Look 

carefully at the four types of sentences.     

1. A simple sentence: it consists of one independent clause with one verb and subject.  

o A tornado is a destructive force in nature.  

o Bicycles are a great way to travel short distances.   

   Task: Write four simple sentences in the space below.     

 2. A compound sentence: consists of two ormore independent clauses joined together. The independent 

clauses can be joined together in one of three ways.      

    a) With a coordinating conjunction       b) with a conjunctive adverb         c) with a semicolon       

 a. With a coordinating conjunction =====→  Independent clause; + coordinator + independent clause  

      Eg:  Phil thoroughly enjoys playing chess, but he detests checkers.  

  b. With a conjunctive adverb =====→  Independent clause; + conjunctive adverb, + independent clause                             

Eg: Maureen can play the violin like a virtuoso; however, she cant    stand classical music.  

c. With a semicolon =====→  Independent clause; independent clause              

   Eg: My oldest sister is a teacher; my youngest is a lawyer.  

Task: Write six compound sentences, two each with a coordinating conjunction, conjunctive adverb, and 

a semi-colon.  

 Task: Add another dependent clause to the dependent clause below using the seven coordinating 

conjunctions (for, and,  nor, but, or, yet, so) to form a compound sentence. Be sure to include correct       

punctuation.  

1. Camels can thrive in the desert for __________________________________  

2. Mr. Jackson can fly an airplane and _________________________________ 

3. Ms. Kang cannot cook nor __________________________________________  

  



3. A complex sentence: consists of one independent clause and one or more dependent clauses1. The 

most important idea of the sentence is placed in the independent clause and the least important idea 

is placed in the dependent clause.   

o Complex sentence with adverb clause 

  Although winters in Colorado can be extremely cold, if you like to ski,   it is the place to be.   

o Complex sentence with adjective clause  

  Ostriches are very large birds, which are found in Africa and Australia, and are known for sticking their 

heads in the sand.    

o Complex sentence with noun clause  

       That elephants have good memories goes without saying. Whether you like the idea or not is 

irrelevant.      

Task:  Write six complex sentences in the space below. Write two   sentences each using an adverb clause, 

an adjective clause, and a noun clause.     

Task:   Write the following sentences into one complex sentence, using the subordinating conjunction or 

conjunctive adverb in the parenthesis to join the clauses together. Remember to use correct            

punctuation.  

 1. The price of gasoline went up forty cents a gallon. The Elliots decided to cancel         their vacation 

plans of driving to Florida. (since) 

2. Traveling to other countries can be fun and rewarding. Travelers should never      carry too much 

money as a safety precaution. They should use credit cards.       (however, instead)        

4- A compound-complex sentence: consists of two or more independent clauses and one or more 

dependent clauses. It is a combination of a compound sentence and complex sentence, i.e. a complex 

sentence joined to another sentence with a coordinating conjunction or conjunctiveadverb. Compound-

complex sentences can be difficult and confusing to punctuate.  

The compound-complex part of the sentence is punctuated like a compound sentence; 

o With a semi-colon and comma (sentence 1), 

o With a comma before a coordinator that connects two clauses (sentence 2).  

The complex part of the sentence is punctuated like a complex sentence; a comma follows a dependent 

adverb clause, but no commas are used with noun clauses.      

                                                           
1
 See above for a  review of the three different kinds of dependent clauses. 



  

 1. That computers are a wonderful invention is obvious; however, much of the software available for 

them is so complicated; they require an enormous amounts of time and energy to master.     

    2. Allen always wanted to pursue a career in medicine, but because he lacked the financial resources, 

he decided to become an engineer instead.  

 Task: Write six compound-complex sentences in the space below.  

Task: Rewrite the following sentences into one compound-complex sentence. Be sure to use correct 

punctuation.  

1. Driving a sports car can be fun. It is very expensive. There is the high cost of maintenance and the 

almost double premiums for insurance to contend with.      

2. Reading is a favorite pastime for thousands of people. Not only can an avid     reader learn a lot, but 

also they can escape the realities of daily life. Reading a good novel can take you to far away places and 

introduce you to new      experiences.     

                              

                                                                                                                                                                     By: Mrs. KERROUM  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


